Now we «ay, as suggested in [ 5 ] . obtain a function h(S 2 ) in the elements of S. ■ MJ -^ ;-."..
-^^mä ^m^mm^^m IH,, , I I i.,..,. j,,, ,.".,, ,,,»,.n .,",.>. . .."",,.,,",,",,, . Now by using Eqs (11), (16), (17) and (18), and putting 2e=y we get 
As s check for the above relationships, let F(pxp) « I(pxp)
.*, and A. coefficients 
2 2 where X -x (np). This agrees with Ito's result [ 5] to the Indicated order.
AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE C.D.F. OF T = m Tr SjS^1 UP TO GOT 1 )
In this section we will derive an asymptotic expansion for the c.d.f. 
AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR PERCENTILES
OF T -m Tr S^1 TO 0(n" 2 )
.2 Here, using the technique stated earlier, we obtain the terms of order n The results of the third and fourth derivatives of G(6) as it stands are not convenient for practical use. In order to make some simplifications we assume that terms involving f Hi f kl are negligable, where f.. is the (i,j) element of 1J Kl Ij the deviation matrix F. From the third and fourth derivatives given in [9] and from Eq (12), using a technique similar to that of [S], we get after tedious simplifications Table I it is obvious that the accuracy given by terms of order n" is not enough even after including those _2 f. .f.. terms,and the usefulness of terms of order n is also considerable. Similarly we can get the two special cases, as we pointed out in the previous pages.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The expansion given by Eq (49) has been used here to compute the powers of the test when the departure from the null hypothesis occurs. The following table shows these powers. For this tabulation, the upper five percent points were taken from Pillai and Jayachandran 
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